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Abstract
In the twilight of SSL’s effectiveness as a method of secure communication, demonstration of associated risk should be a vital portion of modern penetration testing. While SSL is broken, practical exploitation by security analysts is a confusing process. A holistic analysis of the Secure Socket Layer’s attack surface can propel the development and adoption of practical strategies for vulnerability exploitation. Subsequent risk assessment, based on these processes, can drive enterprises to support higher levels of communications security within their organization. This paper will discuss tactics, techniques, and procedures targeted at leveraging SSL vulnerabilities within an information security assessment.
1. Introduction

SSL is dead. Security researchers have now broken nearly every method of implementing the Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Unfortunately, the Internet is struggling to catch up to the new world order. SSL version 3.0 is still supported by 31.5% of public web servers (Kario, 2015). As a result attackers can gain access to key confidential information.

SSLv3 was released by Netscape in 1996, and is still heavily used today. Transport Layer Security (TLS), the successor to SSL, is the most prevalent cryptographic implementation in the world (Sarkar & Fitzgerald, 2013). The heavy utilization SSL has seen for decades was driven by the explosive growth of the World Wide Web. As the primary mechanism for transmission of sensitive personal and business information the web must be secure. SSL/TLS lays the foundation for all web services requiring confidentiality.

In 2014 and 2015 the security community was showered with vulnerabilities affecting SSL. Due to their broad implications these attacks received record news attention. However while SSL may be broken, exploiting the protocol in an impactful way can be difficult for penetration testers to accomplish. From a security audit perspective launching vulnerability scanners and evaluating software packages to determine patch and configuration management is a simple solution, but during a penetration test demonstrating value to the host organization is the primary concern. Value is demonstrated through exploitation. This paper will discuss strategies to target SSL for exploitation. The paper will further analyze and demonstrate exploitation of the following vulnerabilities:

- Heartbleed
- POODLE
- Superfish

These recent attacks combined with earlier vulnerabilities targeting SSL render the protocol incapable of supporting secure communications.
2. Attacking the Secure Socket Layer

Typically, when an attacker targets the secure socket layer for exploitation they are after the content of the encrypted communications. This data may be the final objective, or it could be an avenue leveraged to further an ongoing compromise. In either case a successful attack could cause endless harm to the victim organization.

2.1. SSL Attack Surface Analysis

The SSL/TLS trust model utilizes X.509 certificates and asymmetric cryptography to negotiate a symmetric key, which is then used to facilitate communication between client and server (IETF, 2008). Use of the X.509 system inherently requires the use of a trusted Certificate Authority (CA) to establish a chain of trust. Certificate authorities use root certificates to issue intermediate root certificates and digital certificates for use by end users (GlobalSign, 2015). This process engenders a trust hierarchy with an overarching vulnerable nexus. The SSL certificate market is overwhelmingly dominated three major CAs: Symantec /VeriSign, Comodo, and GoDaddy (Netcraft, 2015). As a result, a compromise of the root certificates of any one of these CAs invalidates the security of the entire chain. There were three publicly acknowledged CA compromises in 2011 alone including major names like: Comodo, DigiNotar, and GlobalSign (Blaich, 2015). More recently, Google Chrome removed CNNIC from its list of trusted CAs when certificates against several Google domains were issued incorrectly (Goodin, 2015). The Superfish malware, installed on default builds of Lenovo devices, was able to install its own certificate as a trusted root CA and decrypt all SSL by perverting the protocol’s chain of trust (Masnick, 2015).

While attacks against certification authorities to facilitate operations against other targets may be within the scope of nation-state sponsored Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actors, directly breaking SSL’s trust model is a bridge too far for most attackers. In these cases attackers have three primary options:

- Subverting the trust model entirely
- Attacking protocol implementation
- Cracking the encryption directly
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2.1.1. Gaining access to protocol data
Attacking SSL is well and good, but in order to acquire plaintext secrets the attacker must first gain access to the protocol data. An attacker acquires protocol data by creating a man-in-the-middle (MITM) condition and forcing victims to route traffic through the attacker’s machine. Alternately, in a WiFi or hub network environment an attacker can often sniff encrypted data directly. In this case, however, the attacker lacks the ability to manipulate traffic and is unable to trigger certain vulnerabilities as a result.

Some of the most common MITM attack vectors are listed below:

- **Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Cache Poisoning** or **ARP Spoofing** is a network based attack that allows the attacker to impersonate any device on a network, including the gateway. Impersonation of the gateway leads to a MITM position where other devices on the network transmit their information to the attacker.

- **The Karma attack** uses wireless sniffing to identify beaconing WiFi devices and discover their trusted networks. Next individual clients are targeted by creating rogue access points based on the beaconed SSID information.

- **A Rogue Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server** attempts to respond to DHCP Discovery messages with false gateway information.

Figure 1 – Attack Surface Diagram
corresponding to the attacker's machine. When legitimate DHCP services are present the attacker must respond to the request more quickly than the legitimate server engendering a race condition. When exploitation is successful the attacker gains MITM.

- A Domain Name System (DNS) Cache Poison attack attempts to associate domain name records with incorrect results. This can provide MITM by allowing attackers sit in-between connections to arbitrary domain names.

- Web Proxy Auto-Discovery (WPAD) Hijacking can allow attackers to MITM web connections by convincing hosts to use a malicious proxy to handle their HTTP/HTTPS communications. This attack can be instigated through DHCP, DNS, or NetBios manipulation.

2.1.2. Attacking trust

The foundation of the HTTPS trust model is rooted in the trust delegated to third-party certification authorities. Signed certificates are validated against a list of trusted third parties by the end user's browser. Currently, Comodo, Symantec, GoDaddy, and Global Sign combine to issue 91.1% of all X.509 Public Key Infrastructure certificates in use by websites today (W4Techs, 2015).

Certificate authorities maintain a close relationship with browser and device vendors in order to provide certificate revocation services, timestamping services, and signed root certificates (GlobalSign, 2015). Unfortunately, two major flaws exist within this methodology enabling resultant exploitation vectors.

- Attackers can apply for legitimate certificates and use them nefariously
- Compromise of a major root certificate invalidates all subordinate certificates

A digital certificate attaches a server identity or domain name to a public key signed by a trusted certificate authority (Dacosta, Ahamad, & Traynor, 2012). Ideally, this identity-to-certificate binding would prevent adversary usage of legitimate certificates pertaining to secondary identities. In order to support content from third-party domains web servers often return content, including advertisements that are validated by
multiple certificates. A survey of popular web sites determined that on average 12
certificates were encountered when making requests against individual domain names
(Dacosta, Ahamad, & Traynor, 2012). The interconnected nature of web content provides
adversaries a large attack surface for nefarious usage of legitimately acquired certificates.
Further because, due to performance considerations, many web applications limit
encryption usage to client authentication. Attackers with access to protocol data can
embed external resources into the web traffic stream. This fine-grained control of web
sessions via MITM and enables several classes of attack to include the POODLE
vulnerability discussed in section 2.3.

Root certificates are not immune to compromise. An Iranian operation known as
Black Tulip instigated an attack against the Dutch certificate authority DigiNotar.
Attackers issued 531 rogue SSL certificates for many popular domains including Google
(Leyden, 2011). Forged certificates were used in a DNS cache poisoning attack to
intercept encrypted traffic for over 300,000 victims over a period of 26 days
(Hoogstraaten, 2012).

In addition to subverting SSL/TLS over the network, it is also possible for
advanced attackers to perform covert post-compromise information gathering by
installing a trusted root certificate authority to the system and locally intercepting
targeted traffic. This attack is similar to Superfish in that the CA trust model is
invalidated by locally adding nefarious entries into the hierarchy. Attackers can use this
technique to recover sensitive information including web application login credentials.

Microsoft provides a set of .NET functions that can control how Windows uses
cryptography. Using PowerShell new root certificates can be added. The
[System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates.StoreName] enumeration (Microsoft,
2014) provides enhanced capabilities that can be leveraged maliciously for information
gathering.

Once trust conditions have been established attackers can use publicly available
tools to locally intercept sensitive traffic. Interceptor is a PowerShell-based HTTPS
intercepting proxy written by Casey Smith and released at DerbyCon in 2014 (Smith,
Interceptor is built on a set of standalone functions that can be individually actuated enabling attackers to trigger components of SSL MITM as necessary.

Functions:

- Receive-ClientHttpRequest
- Send-ServerHttpRequest
- Receive-ServerHttpResponse
- Invoke-CreateCertificate

Tool execution is straightforward:

Interceptor.ps1 -ProxyServer localhost -ProxyPort 8888

Figure 2 – Interceptor Execution

2.2. Heartbleed Bug

The Heartbleed Bug or CVE-2014-0160 refers to a vulnerability that existed in OpenSSL from December 2011 through March of 2014. This vulnerability garnered an unprecedented amount of public attention and was exploited pervasively in the wild.

While heartbleed is not a vulnerability of the Secure Socket Layer itself, it is a critical flaw in one of the most popular implementations. Heartbleed illustrates an important point when discussing attacks against a protocol. Often the available attack surface is not limited to a Request for Comments (RFC) or set of standards. Devastatingly successful attacks are just as likely to exist in the individual implementations of a protocol, as they are within the logic behind the standard itself. In the case of CVE-2014-0160 the OpenSSL implementation led to vulnerabilities within the vast majority of products using Secure Socket Layer encryption. Heartbleed is a buffer over-read vulnerability in the OpenSSL heartbeat extension. It effectively allows attackers to access up to 64 kilobytes of random memory that the web server is handling.
This information can include sensitive plaintext information such as user passwords, email addresses, or even social security numbers.

### 2.2.1. Heartbleed Attack Plan

Triggering the Heartbleed vulnerability is quite simple, but leveraging it to acquire useful data is more complex. The difficulty is twofold, 64 kilobytes is a relatively small segment of memory to work with and the vast majority of data returned is not useful. Overcoming these limitations involves a basic three step process:

1. Connect to the target and trigger heartbeat over-read to dump 64KB of data
2. Repeat many times to generate large dump file
3. Parse memory dump for readable and useful ASCII strings

Unlike many attacks targeting SSL or its implementations, attackers trigger Heartbleed against either side of the connection directly. This means that a MITM position is not required for exploitation.

![Figure 4 - Wargaming Heartbleed](image)

### 2.2.2. Triggering the Vulnerability

Many security tools exist to trigger the Heartbleed vulnerability. In addition to a working metasploit module various python scripts exist to automatically trigger the vulnerability and dump sensitive data.
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Exploit code capable of triggering heartbleed is readily available to the public. Following its announcement on 1 April 2014, attackers rapidly integrated the vulnerability into their toolkit and launched attack campaigns targeting vulnerable web servers. The value of information returned by Heartbleed attack attempts is often critical and can lead to compromise of user accounts as well as, in some cases, the compromise of the underlying web server.

SensePost developed a comprehensive python-based test script based on the original PoC developed by Jared Stafford (White, 2014).

```
python heartbleed-poc.py -n 1000 localhost
```

The SensePost code allows looping of the vulnerability in order to trigger Heartbleed many times. The information received in heartbeat responses is stored in a dump.bin file.

### 2.2.3. Handling the Memory Dump

Information gathering, in order to demonstrate the danger and effectiveness of this attack, can be performed against the dump file. By chaining standard Unix commands an
attacker to quickly parse large quantities of webserver data in order to retrieve desired content including social security numbers as demonstrated below:

```
strings dump.bin | grep '[0-9]{3}-[0-9]{2}-[0-9]{4}'
```

### 2.2.4. Reverse Heartbleed

In addition to handling encryption for webservers, OpenSSL is the cryptographic implementation leveraged by many browsers. Reverse heartbleed is an attack targeting clientside OpenSSL employment. In these cases susceptible devices making connections to malicious servers, are vulnerable to exploitation. The server itself could bypass victim browser protections in order to read arbitrary information from the victim’s system. Though exploitation of this condition has not been observed in the wild it does raise questions concerning the security of 50 million Android devices using OpenSSL. It further increases the life expectancy of Heartbleed attacks by introducing platforms that are much less likely to be patched on a regular basis.

Heartbleed remains a significant threat with over 200,000 publicly accessible devices alone remaining vulnerable according to the Shodan vulnerability search tool (The Register, 2015). In addition to publically available information systems, vast numbers of internally networked devices and SCADA systems connected across 2G/3G networks likely remain critically vulnerable to exploitation.

### 2.3. POODLE

The Padding Oracle On Downgraded Legacy Encryption or POODLE attack affects all implementations of SSL 3.0 with cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode ciphers (US-CERT, 2014). When coupled with techniques like SSLv3 downgrade this vulnerability poses a significant threat to the integrity of a diverse spectrum of information systems. The severity of this flaw has led to wide support of TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV and even mandatory enforcement of TLS by both clients and servers. Although the vast majority of fully updated clients have integrated solutions to
protect against the risk now inherent to SSL utilization, many even moderately out of date systems fail to have any protections built in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>SSL 3.0 Support</th>
<th>POODLE Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Not Effected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android OS Browser</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Not Effected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox (Mobile)</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Not Effected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>Mitigated (IE 11 only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer (Mobile)</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Not Effected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari (Mobile)</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Not Effected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Browser POODLE vulnerability status

2.3.1. POODLE Attack Plan

In order to successfully implement the POODLE attack an adversary must overcome several hurdles:

1. Gain access to protocol data
2. Ensure SSLv3 encryption is utilized
3. Perform POODLE attack to decode arbitrary data

In order to perform the POODLE attack the aggressor will generally require a MITM position to their target. As discussed in section 2.2.1 access to protocol data can be acquired through various means. Once MITM access has been achieved an attacker must ensure that the target data is encrypted with SSLv3 in a typical connection between a webserver and browser this can be enforced by attacking secure channel negotiation to effect a SSLv3 downgrade attack. Finally, the attacker can now leverage the POODLE vulnerability to decrypt arbitrary bytes of information.

2.3.2. Attacking Secure Channel Negotiation

Transport Layer Security secure channel negotiation begins with a client-server handshake. If an attacker with MITM access intercepts and drops the initiating ClientHello packet and terminates the connection, the target browser will re-attempt establishment of a secure channel using a weaker cipher. Attackers can implement this
attack very easily by using readily available open source tools. The Subterfuge Framework pre-proxy enables straightforward manipulation of intercepted packets through the Scapy python packet-crafting library.

Regular expressions can be used to identify and drop TLS instantiation packets:

```python
if re.search('x16x03x01.{2}x01', orig.load, flags=0):
    p.drop()
```

Dropping the current connection should prompt connection reattempts at lower security levels:

```python
new_packet = IP(dst=pkt[IP].dst, src=pkt[IP].src)/TCP()
new_packet[TCP].sport = pkt[TCP].sport
new_packet[TCP].dport = pkt[TCP].dport
new_packet[TCP].seq = pkt[TCP].seq
new_packet[TCP].ack = pkt[TCP].ack
new_packet[TCP].flags = 'FA'
send(new_packet)
```

Fortunately, most fully updated browsers are no longer susceptible to this attack. Google Chrome versions 44 and newer return unsupported protocol responses to SSLv3 connection attempts. However, Internet Explorer versions 6-10 are not only susceptible to this attack, but SSLv3 is enabled by default. Furthermore, prior to IE 11 no default mitigations for the POODLE attack were available to users. According to current Internet

---

**Figure 6 – Unsupported Protocol**

A secure connection cannot be established because this site uses an unsupported protocol.
trends, 23.73% of web traffic as of this writing is still a result of IE versions 6-10 all of which are inherently vulnerable to SSLv3 downgrade attacks as demonstrated in the image below (Netmarketshare, 2015).

![Figure 7 – SSLv3 Downgrade](image-url)

2.3.3. Analysis of the POODLE Vulnerability

Reliable exploitation of the POODLE Vulnerability requires the ability to control the victim’s browser. Hooking the browser with a snippet of JavaScript that initiates requests containing sensitive information, affords the attacker an opportunity to fiddle with session ciphertext indefinitely.

![Figure 8 – SSLv3 Protocol Traffic](image-url)

If an attacker modifies a portion of the ciphertext and invalidates the message the server will reject the record and close the connection; however, if the record is accepted the attacker has an opportunity to determine the plaintext of one byte of arbitrary
The SSL ciphertext record contains three relevant sections: record content, MAC, and record padding. In SSL blocks are either 16 bytes (AES) or 8 (3DES) with the final block padded with garbage to enforce proper message length. If the record + 20 byte MAC are perfectly aligned to form complete blocks a final padding block will be strapped onto the message and contain only padding. The message is validated by taking the XOR of the decrypted final block with the previous block of ciphertext, the initialization vector (IV), where the result must equal seven.

If an attacker controls the message length to force the last block to contain only padding, then replaces the final block with an earlier block of ciphertext the server will accept the record only if the decrypted block XORed with the previous block’s ciphertext equals seven. This means that the final encrypted byte XORed with the number seven equals an unencrypted byte of sensitive information. In practice the attack is performed as follows:

Attacker uses the URL parameter to control message length and CBC block alignment:

Figure 9 – POODLE Attack Message Structure
Next the attacker must fiddle with the blocks in the SSL stream in order to decrypt sensitive information like web cookies:

When implementing attacks of this sort, Wireshark is a vital instrument in the security researcher’s toolkit. It supports SSL decryption by loading of known keys. In order to corroborate appropriate message content and confirm successful decryption, researchers can view the stream with Wireshark and very easily identify successful protocol traffic as shown below.
2.4. Superfish

The Superfish scandal is not a vulnerability in SSL. It is an affront to the third party trust model. Superfish is an advertisement firm focused on generating image driven sales with their proprietary adware suite (Hoge, 2014). Beginning in September of 2014, Superfish adware was packaged with the default operating system build of most Lenovo computers. In addition to providing a degraded browsing experience to users, Superfish introduced a key vulnerability to the system that effectively rendered SSL irrelevant. In the wake of the news hurricane surrounding the “Lenovo fiasco” Superfish closed their doors, rebranding as JustVisual (Brinkman, 2015).

The integrity of HTTPS communications is seated in the certification authority trust model. In order to inject “targeted ads” into user browsing experiences the Superfish adware suite added a root certificate authority to the computer on install. In the case of Lenovo devices this occurred when the operating system image was loaded onto the machines at the factory.

HTTPS certificates for any domain that were signed by the Superfish root CA are transparently accepted as valid by effected systems. Security researchers quickly retrieved the key and certificate passphrase (komodia) from system memory using procdump (Graham, 2015).

The Superfish key was rapidly integrated into attack tools like the Subterfuge Framework, which supports automated interdiction of sensitive SSL traffic and uses the Superfish key by default.
2.4.1. Triggering the Vulnerability

Exploitation of effected systems generally requires MITM. The Subterfuge MITM Framework can implement an ARP Cache Poison, WPAD Hijack, Rogue AP, or Rogue DHCP attack in order to easily acquire this level of access to victim data. Attacker’s seeking to leverage the Superfish root certificate can configure Subterfuge to SSL intercept. In this mode SSL/TLS will be preserved, while the framework attempts to access encrypted data by presenting the victim with a self-signed SSL certificate.

By default the Subterfuge Framework utilizes the Superfish private key and certificate in order to perform SSL intercept MITM attacks. Standard utilization of the toolkit is automatically transparent to users of Lenovo PCs.

![Certificate Viewer](image)

Figure 14 – Superfish Certificate

3. Conclusion

SSL version 3.0 was developed by Netscape and has been in use since 1996; since its inception it has been the keystone of secure communication on the World Wide Web (Netscape, 1997). Decades of security research have unveiled flaws in nearly every aspect of the fabric of the protocol itself. Continued usage of the protocol endangers key information resources and degrades the perception of freedom and privacy on the Internet. SSL is dead and it is time to move on.

Attack surface analysis reveals that many of the strategies that are used to attack SSL are based on the trust model in its entirety. In TLS the trust model has
not changed. As a result attacks against the new system will maintain the general form seen in attacks against SSLv3:

- Subverting the trust model entirely
- Attacking protocol implementation
- Cracking the encryption directly

Fully entrusting one system of confidentiality with the security of an institution as foundational to the Internet as HTTPS may be the simplest alternative, but it is far from secure. The public attention that SSL has received this year alone highlights the protocol’s importance, and demonstrates the need for diverse means of secure communication.
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